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Cook’s mask with hinged mouth

To the memory of Gladys Augusta Potter, my grandmother,
who taught me that you can bring a lot more than food
to the dinner table
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PREFACE TO THE
TWENTIETH-ANNIVERSARY
EDITION

In the mid-eighties, when my wife, Deann, and I were living in

Mexico—traveling through every one of that country’s thirty-one
states, exploring age-old markets, working with local cooks to learn
the dishes that had stood the test of time—I knew just what kind of
cookbook was in the making. I was crafting firsthand reports of who
was cooking what in Mexico, and exactly where they were doing it.
I was amassing historical, geographical and social context for Mexico’s regional cooking. And I was capturing vivid verbal snapshots
of authentic ingredients and traditional techniques that seemed to
be getting nudged out as more shoppers (yes, even in Mexico) opted
for the less diverse packaged stuff at mega-stores like Aurrerá and
Wal-Mart.
Clearly, I was writing a cookbook for Americans who would describe themselves as adventurous and dedicated cooks—definite
fans of Mexican food. And I assumed (or at least hoped) that they
had traveled (or hoped to travel) through Mexico, and had a
hankering for the non-Americanized real thing. That didn’t mean,
however, that this motivated group wouldn’t end up bewildered as
they sorted through the great variety of Mexico’s regional dishes
and ingredients.
What those adventurous, dedicated souls needed, I resolved, was
a cookbook that clearly explained the steps to traditional flavor
within the context of both their American kitchens and the native
kitchens of those who had created the traditions. Having lived for
several years in Mexico after finishing an undergraduate degree in
Spanish language and literature, followed by graduate studies in
linguistics and anthropology, I was offering to become their guide
and translator.
Little did I know how food and culture would evolve in the United
States over the next twenty years. Hispanics, the majority of them
Mexican, have become the fastest-growing immigrant group in North
America. Which means two things: most non-Hispanic Americans
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don’t have to travel south of the border to encounter a taste of real
Mexico (there are “authentic” grocery stores and ma-and-pa restaurants catering to Mexicans popping up as fast as Starbucks), and oncerare ingredients like chipotle chiles, tomatillos and key limes are
now available in American grocery stores. So easily available, in
fact, that they’ve started taking on a new life in the American kitchen,
flavoring everything from barbecue sauces to chutneys to salad
dressings. Dulce de leche (aka cajeta in Mexico) has become one of the
most popular Häagen-Dazs ice cream flavors. Salsa, as we’ve heard
repeatedly from the news media, is outselling ketchup.
Regional Mexican ingredients are even available in fresher and
more convenient forms. When I was writing Authentic Mexican, tinnytasting canned tomatillos were all most Americans could find; now
citrus-bright fresh tomatillos are our norm. Back then, cilantro was
called “Chinese parsley,” and those lustrous dark-green poblanos
claimed almost no real estate in our country’s produce departments.
Smoky, spicy dried chipotle chiles used to be an American cook’s
dream; nowadays a quick search in practically any U.S. town will
produce chipotles in a variety of forms: dried (both the tan and the
red varieties), powdered, canned in adobo, even pickled. Cactus
paddles, if you were lucky to stumble upon them twenty years ago,
were slimy, pickly strips in a dusty jar; just yesterday I bought
beautifully fresh paddles for grilling at my local natural-foods grocery. Recently, when I discovered that a national retailer had started
canning roasted tomatoes—roasting tomatoes is a technique traditional Mexican cooks use to add sweetness and depth—I knew that
traditional Mexican food had taken on a more expanded role in the
American kitchen.
In short, the food of Mexico has started to shed its exotic, ethnic
character and is moving right toward the mainstream. Even MexicanAmerican food (Tex-Mex, Cal-Mex, New-Mex or whatever regional
variation seems appropriate) is evolving, trading in its cheesecovered heaviness for a fresher, lighter approach that characterizes
much of the food that’s eaten south of the border.
Yet all of this accessibility of ingredients and growing familiarity
with Mexican cuisine hasn’t eliminated the need for a good set of
classic recipes. That’s why I—like so many of you—continue to turn
to Authentic Mexican for a really great tortilla soup or fresh cornpoblano chowder, for a soul-satisfying pork tinga or Yucatecan
shrimp a la vinagreta, for street-style red chile enchiladas or that savory, fruity Oaxacan mole they call manchamanteles. The recipes I
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mined over many years from hundreds of Mexico’s traditional
cooks—and perfected in my American kitchen—have never let me
down.

